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In brief

Serra et al. identify aversive learning and

avoidance, sufficiently potent to interrupt
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consequences of optogenetic excitation

of the subthalamic nucleus (STN) or STN

terminals in pallidum. Demonstration of

direct causality on emotional affect

advances knowledge of brain pathology

involving aberrant STN activity, including

Parkinson’s disease.
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SUMMARY
The subthalamic nucleus (STN) is critical for behavioral control; its dysregulation consequently correlated
with neurological and neuropsychiatric disorders, including Parkinson’s disease. Deep brain stimulation
(DBS) targeting the STN successfully alleviates parkinsonian motor symptoms. However, low mood and
depression are affective side effects. STN is adjoinedwith para-STN, associated with appetitive and aversive
behavior. DBS aimed at STN might unintentionally modulate para-STN, causing aversion. Alternatively, the
STN mediates aversion. To investigate causality between STN and aversion, affective behavior is addressed
using optogenetics in mice. Selective promoters allow dissociation of STN (e.g., Pitx2) vs. para-STN (Tac1).
Acute photostimulation results in aversion via both STN and para-STN. However, only STN stimulation-paired
cues cause conditioned avoidance and only STN stimulation interrupts on-going sugar self-administration.
Electrophysiological recordings identify post-synaptic responses in pallidal neurons, and selective photosti-
mulation of STN terminals in the ventral pallidum replicates STN-induced aversion. Identifying STN as a
source of aversive learning contributes neurobiological underpinnings to emotional affect.
INTRODUCTION

By executing major influence over motor, cognitive, and limbic

function, the subthalamic nucleus (STN) is a critical component

of the elaborate brain network governing behavioral control and

flexibility.1–16 Consequently, aberrant STN firing contributes to

vastly complex dysfunction, as observed in, e.g., Parkinson’s dis-

ease (PD), characterizedbya rangeofmotorandnon-motor (affec-

tive, cognitive, physiological) symptoms1,4,17 and obsessive-

compulsive disorder (OCD), signified by obsessive thoughts and/

or compulsive behavior.18 Degeneration of STN neurons is a hall-

mark of supranuclear palsy and Huntington’s disease,19–21 further

pinpointing the importance of STN in behavioral regulation. Deep

brain stimulation (DBS) aiming to correct aberrant STN firing activ-

ity shows high success rate in symptom-alleviation in advanced-

stage PD and treatment-resistant OCD, and is today a prioritized

treatment.18,22 STN-DBS has been forwarded as treatment

for additional disorders23 such as refractory Tourette’s syn-

drome,24,25 while recent research on the STN in reward-related

behavior has highlighted STN-DBS as a promising intervention

candidate for substance use disorder.26–31 Already an important

treatment method, and with increasing interest propelled toward

additional implementation in patients, one major challenge with

STN-DBS that remains to be solved is the emergence of adverse

side effects. Some STN-DBS-induced side effects resemble psy-

chiatric disorder, including apathy and depression.23,32 Adverse
Ce
This is an open access article und
side effects draw attention to the urgency of unraveling the

plethora of roles played by the STN, not least in affective function.

Adding to the complexity of the STN is its small size and its po-

sition in a functionally diverse brain area at the thalamic-hypotha-

lamic-midbrain intersection. Surrounded by passing fibers that

traverse vastly within the brain,33–37 the STN is adjacent to the

zona incerta (ZI), a DBS-target in PD, co-morbid PD/OCD, and

tremor,36,38,39 and directly fused with para-STN (pSTN), associ-

ated with feeding behavior, novelty response, and recently impli-

cated in aversion.37,40–46 Treatment strategies aiming to probe

dysregulated STN neurons by intra-cranial insertion of electrical

leads thereby stands at risk of affecting functionally diverse neu-

rons within the STN as well as neighboring structures that sub-

serve regulation over other types of behaviors than those in-

tended for treatment, and that instead may be the direct cause

of adverse side effects. To advance precision in treatment and

reach symptom alleviation without causing unwanted side ef-

fects, experimental strategies in rodents that enable dissociation,

and hence revelation, of the full repertoire of behaviors mediated

by the subthalamic area are necessary.

The STN receives excitatory regulation from the cerebral cor-

tex and inhibitory regulation from the basal ganglia.1,47

Mimicking excitatory and inhibitory stimulation of the STN in

an optogenetic paradigm in mice, we and others recently

described how STN excitation induced flighting behavior and

stereotypic grooming.48,49 These findings challenge the current
ll Reports 42, 113328, November 28, 2023 ª 2023 The Author(s). 1
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roles ascribed to the STN by opening up for the possibility that

STN mediates aversive behavior. Further supported by reports

of aberrant STN activity in PD and negative affect, such as

non-motor symptoms in PD and adverse side effects upon

STN-DBS, we hypothesized that the STN exerts influence on

behavioral aversion, and that such STN-driven aversion is

distinct from pSTN-driven affect.

To address causality between STN and aversion, and to func-

tionally tease out the STN from pSTN, this study took advantage

of promoters that allow spatial dissociation of these anatomically

associated structures. A translational comparison between

mouse and macaque monkey was performed, followed through

with optogenetics-driven neurocircuitry and behavior analysis in

mice with focus emotional affect.

RESULTS

Anatomically associated STN and pSTN are
distinguishable by molecular markers
The STN is located between the cerebral peduncle and ZI, and

joinedmedially to the pSTN (Figure 1A). Fluorescent in situ hybrid-

ization (FISH) verified previous data that the majority of STN neu-

rons in the mouse are positive for vesicular glutamate transporter

2 (Vglut2) (Figures 1B, 1D, and 1F)48,50–52 and paired-like homeo-

domain 2 (Pitx2) (Figures 1C, 1E, and 1F)52–54 mRNAs. Vglut2 is

abundant in surrounding thalamus and hypothalamus (Figures 1B

and 1D), whereas Pitx2 is almost entirely selective for STN, with

rare distribution outside (Figures 1C and 1E). Vglut2 and Pitx2 la-

belings are denser in medial than lateral STN (Figures 1D [D1 vs.

D2] and 1E [E1 vs. E2]), but overlap completely (Figures 1F1 vs.

F2), and STNPitx2/Vglut2 double-labeling covers the entire STN

(Figures 1D–1F). Parvalbumin (PV) has been described as an

STNmarker.55–59 In accordancewith literature,PVmRNA is stron-

ger in dorsal than medial STN (Figure 1G [G1 vs. G2]); however,

scatteredPV+ cells arepresent throughout theSTN, formingasub-

population (STNPV) (Figures 1G–1I2). Dorsal to STN, PV is abun-

dant in ZI (Figure 1G).

In our previous implementation of single-nuclei RNA

sequencing, transcriptional products were identified in the

STN and surrounding structures.58 This approach identified ta-

chykinin precursor 1 (Tac1) mRNA as a marker for pSTN

(pSTNTac1). Here, high selectivity of Tac1 mRNA in pSTN was

detected (Figure 1J), with very few, if any, Tac1+ cells in the

STN (Figures 1J‒1L); Tac1 and Pitx2 thus forming a distinct

border between pSTN (Tac1+) and STN (Pitx2+), adjoined at

the medial STN (Figures 1J1‒L1). Having confirmed Tac1 in

pSTN and Pitx2 in STN, two primarily excitatory structures, it

was of interest to assess any presence of inhibitory neurons;

for this, glutamic acid decarboxylase (Gad1) mRNA was

analyzed, which confirmed the GABAergic identity of the ZI,

and the presence of only very rare Gad1+ neurons in STN

and pSTN (Figures 1M‒1O).

Here, we showed that ZI and STN readily can be distinguished

as two cellular densities, while pSTN is more difficult to disso-

ciate from STN (Figure 1P). However, by comparison of distribu-

tion patterns for selected molecular markers, STN (Pitx2) and

pSTN (Tac1) can be detected as distinctly separate structures:

medial STN dissociated from pSTN (Figure 1O).
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Markers dissociating STN vs. pSTN show high
translation toward primates
Next, the level of translation between rodent and primate STN

and pSTNwas assessed. For this, FISH co-labeling of serial sec-

tions using two probes per analysis (Vglut2/Pitx2; Tac1/Vglut2;

Tac1/Pitx2; PV/Tac1; PV/Pitx2; Vglut2/Gad1) was qualitatively

and quantitatively analyzed in the mouse (Figures 2A1–F4 and

M1–N4) and macaque monkey (Figures 2G1–J1 and O1–O4),

and results between the species compared (Figures 2K and

2P). The results identified a striking similarity between mouse

and macaque Pitx2, Vglut2, PV, and Tac1mRNAs, both in terms

of spatial distribution of themarkers and their respective overlap.

By visual inspection, all four markers were confirmed in similar

distribution patterns for macaques as described above for

mice. Furthermore, by careful assessment at the STN and

pSTN intersection (Figures 2A2–F4, mouse, and 2G2–H40, ma-

caque), the opposite patterns of Vglut2 and Pitx2 (STN) vs.

Tac1 (pSTN) confirm a distinct border between STN and pSTN

in both species. Rare Pitx2+ cells are present in pSTN, found

close to this border; Vglut2 is more common than Pitx2 in

pSTN, but still far less of both than in STN. In the macaque,

Tac1 shows similar distribution pattern as in the mouse, with

far more in pSTN than STN; however, its detection is overall

weaker in macaques. Rare GABA cells could be identified in

pSTN of both mouse and macaque using Gad1 and Gad2

(Figures 2M‒2O).

Quantification (Figure 2K) demonstrates 100% co-labeling

Vglut2/Pitx2 in STN of both species, and the majority of STN is

Vglut2+/Pitx2+; far less Vglut2+/Pitx2+ in pSTN (of Vglut2+ cells,

35% vs. 56% Pitx2+ in mouse vs. monkey); Tac1 is highly selec-

tive for pSTN in both species, and a proportion of Tac1+ cells is

positive for Vglut2 (pSTN: Tac1+/Vglut2+ 72% mouse vs. 42%

monkey; STN: less than 2% Tac1+). The analysis also revealed

the presence of Vglut2+ pSTN neurons negative for Tac1;

Vglut2+/Tac1–, twice more common in macaque (55%) than

mouse (24%), validating the visual inspection. No PV+ cells

were identified in pSTN of either species; however, in STN, the

intensity of PV labeling could be further subgrouped into

‘‘high’’ and ‘‘low’’ with PVhigh cells toward the lateral STN of ma-

caques (Figures 2J1–J4); the quantification identifying PVhigh/

Vglut2 and PV low/Vglut2 STN cells in a similar percentage in

both species, and also identification of PV+ cells negative for

Vglut2. A schematic summary allows visualization of significant

spatio-molecular translation in STN and pSTN between mouse

and macaque (Figure 2P).

Almost mutually exclusive targets for STN (motor,
limbic) and pSTN (limbic)
Toaddress thehypothesis thatSTNmediatesaversion,anoptoge-

netic behavior and neurocircuitry analysis was next performed,

taking advantageof the spatial selectivity offeredby thepromoters

inmice, and validated in primates, for STN (Pitx2,Vglut2,PV [STN-

subpopulation]) and pSTN (Tac1). Corresponding Cre-recombi-

nase mouse lines (Pitx2-Cre, Vglut2-Cre, PV-Cre, and Tac1-Cre)

were injected with adeno-associated virus 2 (AAV2) carrying a

construct encoding either channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) fused with

reporter (enhanced yellow fluorescent protein [eYFP]), or, as con-

trols, a similar construct with only reporter (eYFP). Experimental



Figure 1. Anatomically associated STN and pSTN distinguishable by molecular markers

(A) Coronal mouse brain sections. Schematic illustration: subthalamic nucleus (STN), para-subthalamic nucleus (pSTN), and zona incerta (ZI); bregma �2.18.60

(B‒O) Fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) of STN/pSTN/ZI area; mRNA at same bregma. (B and C) Overviews, Vglut2 (B), Pitx2 (C). (D–O2) Single fluorescent

channel. (D–N) single mRNA labeling. Dual channels (both mRNAs) (F–O). Corresponding cellular close-ups within squares displayed in main panels: Vglut2 (D-

D2), Pitx2 (E-E2), (Vglut2/Pitx2) (F-F2), PV (G-G2), Pitx2 (H-H2), PV/Pitx2 (I-I2), Tac1 (J-J1), Pitx2 (K-K21), Tac1/Pitx2 (L-L1),Gad1 (M-M2), Pitx2 (N-N2), andGad1/

Pitx2 (O-O2).

(P) Cresyl violet; same bregma.

(Q) Schematic summary. Serial sections analyzed for each probe pair (co-labeling with Pitx2). mRNA (number of brains): Vglut2 (n = 8), PV (n = 5), and Tac1 (n = 4).

Scale bars, 1 mm (B), 300 mm (D), 70 mm (D1, G1, and M2), 300 mm (P). Full mRNA names in main text.
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groups (Pitx2/ChR2,Vglut2/ChR2,PV/ChR2, andTac1/ChR2) and

control groups (Pitx2/CTRL, Vglut2/CTRL, PV/CTRL, and Tac1/

CTRL) taken together; mouse groups summarized as STNPitx2,

STNVglut2, STNPV, and pSTNTac1.

First, the validity of each injected Cre-driver was confirmed by

YFP-immunofluorescent reporter analysis. At the level of the in-

jection site, distinct cellular labeling was observed in STN for in-

jected STNPitx2, STNVglut2, and STNPV mice (Figures 3B0–D0 and

S1), and in pSTN for injected pSTNTac1 mice (Figures 3E0 and

S1). In STNVglut2 mice, scattered YFP-positive cells were de-

tected in pSTN, in accordance with mRNA analysis (above).

Analysis of YFP labeling in projections allowed the confirmation

of projections from STNPitx2 neurons in pallidal structures: ento-

peduncular nucleus (EP) (globus pallidus [GP] interna in pri-

mates), GP (GP externa in primates), ventral pallidum (VP), and

also nigral structures of midbrain (substantia nigra pars reticulata

[SNr] and pars compacta [SNc]) (Figures 3B1–7), thus reaching

bothmotor and limbic areas in accordance with our recent report

of STNPitx2 mice.48 No YFP was detected in lateral habenula,

LHb. STNVglut2 and STNPV neurons showed similar, but not iden-

tical, projections (Figures 3C1–7 and D1–7). STN
Pitx2 and STNPV

projections were strongest in EP, GP, and SNr (Figures 3B4,5,7

and C4,5,7). YFP analysis of injected pSTNTac1 mice identified

projections to limbic structures, including central amygdala,

septum, and bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (Figures 3E1–7),

in accordance with a recent report.42 In addition, pSTNTac1 pro-

jections were identified in SNc and VP (Figures 3E2 and E7).

STNVglut2 showed projections to some of the same structures

(Figure 3C1-7), whereas STNPV showed no YFP labeling in these

areas and STNPitx2 projections were either weak or absent.

pSTNTac1 projections to EP, GP, and SNr were sparse or non-

existent (Figure 3E1-7). Thus, STN
Pitx2 and pSTNTac1 target areas

were almost mutually exclusive, apart from SNc and VP, which

received projections from both STN and pSTN.

Optogenetic stimulation of either STN or pSTN induces
repetitive grooming
Next, behavioral assessmentwas initiated, forwhich injectedmice

of all four lines were implanted with fiber optic probes, and their

response to photostimulation in a battery of tests relevant to aver-

sivebehaviorwas tested. Post-experiments, brainswereanalyzed

for YFP distribution and placement of probes (Figures S1 and S2).

Based on recent reports of grooming and jumping behavior

upon optogenetic STN excitation,48,49 mice were first analyzed

in an open-field apparatus coupled with laser activation (Opto-

Open Field) (Figure S3). Grooming follows a cephalo-caudal

rule and is a normal cleansing behavior for rodents.61,62 Howev-

er, when accentuated, self-grooming has been correlated with

anxiety and/or aversion.63,64 Behavior during periods of photo-

stimulation (Light-ON) was compared with periods of no photo-

stimulation (Light-OFF). Pitx2/ChR2, Vglut2/ChR2, and Tac1/
Figure 2. Markers dissociating STN vs. pSTN show high translation to

Comparative analysis of subthalamic and para-subthalamic nuclei (STN and pSTN

in mouse (A1–F4) and macaque (G1–J4): Pitx2 and Vglut2 (A and G); Tac1 and Vg

Vglut2 (E–J) mRNAs. Overviews, both mRNAs in panel 1, close-ups of border ar

panels 3 and 4. (K) Quantitative analysis: top panel, mouse; bottom panel, mac

mRNAs. (P) Schematic summary. Serial sections analyzed for each probe pair. F
ChR2 mice all responded to stimulation with repetitive face

grooming (Figure S3). PV/ChR2 mice did not respond to photo-

stimulation at all, instead this group ofmicewas similar to all con-

trol groups (Figure S3). Pitx2/ChR2 and Tac1/ChR2 mice

showed slight differences in response curves (frequency and la-

tency) but the grooming was similar in appearance, whereas

Vglut2/ChR2 mice responded with grooming and excessive

jumping, precluding further analysis (Figure S3). Summarizing,

STN and pSTN excitations both induce stereotypic face groom-

ing, a possible indicator of aversion or anxiety.

Optogenetic excitation of STN but not pSTN induces
aversive learning
Taking this result into consideration, the elevated plus maze

(EPM) test was re-designed so that avoidance upon optogenetic

stimulation is tested and compared with natural aversion. This is

referred to as the Opto-Avoidance-EPM test. Here, entry into the

closed, sheltered arms of the EPM apparatus was paired with

photostimulation (Light-ON), while the open arms and center

area remained unpaired (Light-OFF) (Figure 4F). This way,

Opto-Avoidance-EPM allows direct comparison between a

naturally aversive context (open arm) and aversion caused by

induced subthalamic activation (photostimulation; closed arm).

Applying this protocol, as expected, none of the control groups

showed any effect of photostimulation; they preferred the shel-

tered, closed arms (Figures 4G–4J and S4). However, STN

mice (Pitx2/ChR2; Vglut2/ChR2) (Figures 4G, 4H, and S4) and

pSTN mice (Tac1/ChR2) (Figures 4J and S4) all actively avoided

the photostimulation-paired arms, demonstrating aversive

response. PV/ChR2 mice showed small but significant decrease

in time spent in the photostimulation-paired arms (Figure 4I).

To further dissociate this observed behavior, aversion was

further assessed using a modified version of the real time (RT)

place preference test,65,66 applied in a standardized conditioned

place preference (CPP) apparatus. In the current protocol,

referred to as Opto-RT-CPP, place avoidance in RT upon photo-

stimulation was assessed, as well as the conditioned response

upon presentation to photostimulation-associated cues. To

further validate behavioral responses, the ability to reverse a

learned response was assessed. The test was designed as fol-

lows: habituation (day 1); pre-test day (no light, day 2); two RT

days, entry into compartment A (not B) paired with photostimu-

lation (Light-ON A, days 3 and 4); two test days to assess condi-

tioned response to photostimulation-paired cues (no light, days

5 and 6); two RT days, entry into compartment B (not A) paired

with photostimulation (Light-ON B, days 7 and 8); one test day

to assess the cue-induced response (no light, day 9) (Figure 4K).

As expected, none of the control groups showed photostimula-

tion-related avoidance (Figures 4L‒4O). In contrast, STN mice

(Pitx2/ChR2, Vglut2/ChR2) actively avoided either compartment

(A or B) that was paired with photostimulation. All STNmice spent
ward primates

) inmouse andmacaquemonkey brains. Fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH)

lut2 (B and H); Pitx2 and Tac1 (C and I); PV and Tac1 (D and J); PV, Pitx2, and

ea, medial STN vs. pSTN in panels 2–4, both mRNAs, panel 2, single mRNA,

aque monkey. FISH mouse (M and N), monkey (O): Gad1, Gad2, and Vglut2

ull mRNA names in main text. Scale bars, as indicated.
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significantly less time in the photostimulation-paired compartment

than the unpaired compartment when assessed in RT (Figures 4L0

and 4M0). Pitx2/ChR2 mice reduced the number of entries to the

photostimulation-paired compartment (Figure S4). Furthermore,

all STN mice demonstrated conditioned avoidance on test days,

demonstrating a learned response. Pitx2/ChR2, but not Vglut2/

ChR2, mice reached statistical significance (Figures 4L0, 4M0,
andS4). All STNmice showed reversal response, but did not reach

significant during test days.

Next, PV/ChR2 mice were analyzed and showed a similar

response as Pitx2/ChR2 mice both during RT stimulation and

test days, but did not show reversal (Figures 4N0 and S4).

Finally, when assessing howmice behaved upon pSTN stimu-

lation, a different type of behavior was observed (Figures 4O0 and
S4). Time spent in photostimulation-paired chamber at RT (days

3 and 4) was significantly less than in the unpaired compartment

for Tac1/ChR2 mice (Figure 4O0), as also observed above for

STN mice. However, Tac1/ChR2 mice showed a trend, even if

not significant, toward increasing (rather than decreasing) the

number of entries (Figure S4). On test days, Tac1/ChR2 mice

failed to show conditioned place avoidance and instead dis-

played conditioned preference (Figures 4O0 and S4). Similar to

STN mice, pSTN mice showed reversal response, but did not

reach significance on the reversal test day.

STN stimulation but not pSTN stimulation suppresses
sugar positive reinforcement
Based on the above findings, we hypothesized that optogenetic

stimulation causing aversive behavioral avoidance in STN-stim-

ulated mice should be sufficient to induce a negative reinforce-

ment behavior. To test this hypothesis, we next attempted to

assess whether Pitx2/ChR2 mice could learn to make active

nose-pokes (NPs) to terminate STN optogenetic activation. In

this opto-negative reinforcement paradigm (Opto-NR), Pitx2/

ChR2 mice failed to acquire an active NP response to terminate

optogenetic stimulation and the experiment was aborted.

Instead, we decided to address the hypothesis that optoge-

netic STN stimulation should be sufficient to disrupt an on-going

positive reinforcement (PR) behavioral task, using sugar as the

reinforcer.We also hypothesized that STN and pSTNmicewould

respond differently, given their almost opposite responses in the

Opto-RT-CPP test.

To test these hypotheses, an instrumental sugar PR paradigm

(Sugar-PR) was implemented using operant boxes equipped

with two NP apertures coupled to a reward dispenser with one

active setup (NP leads to sugar delivery; active NP) and one inac-

tive setup (no sugar delivery; inactive NP). The original schedule

applied consisted of three phases (phase 1, training to NP for

sugar reward in a fixed ratio [FR] paradigm; phase 2, NP to
Figure 3. Almost mutually exclusive targets for STN (motor, limbic) an

Efferent projection analysis. (A) Experimental setup. Pitx2-Cre, Vglut2-Cre, PV-C

mouse brain: dotted lines indicate section levels (0–7) displayed as coronal sec

injection site STN/pSTN) (A2).

(B‒E) Selected sections from each injected mouse line and number of mice analy

Tac1-Cre, n = 18. Panel between (D and E): illustrations of areas shown per sectio

VP, ventral pallidum; GP, globus pallidus; EP, entopeduncular nucleus; CeA, centr

nucleus; SNr, substantia nigra pars reticulata; SNc, substantia nigra pars compa
earn sucrose paired with photostimulation; phase 3, sugar rein-

statement, photostimulation removed) (Figures 5A and S5).

In the absence of photostimulation (phase 1), all Pitx2/ChR2

(Figure 5D) and control (Figure 5C) mice showed a significantly

higher number of active compared with inactive NPs, earning

sugar reinforcers. Thiswas the expected response, given the posi-

tively reinforcing properties of sugar. With the coupling to STN

photostimulation (phase 2), control mice continued the same

behavior. In contrast, Pitx2/ChR2 mice strongly reduced their NP

activity on the active NP, a direct consequence of optogenetic

STN activation. The difference between active and inactive NPs

was no longer significant as the activeNPs droppedwith the onset

of photostimulation.With subsequent removal of photostimulation

(phase3), Pitx2/ChR2mice resumednosepoking (similar tophase

1), with the number of activeNPs significantly higher than the inac-

tiveones.Nodifference in thenumberofactiveNPswereobserved

between Pitx2/ChR2 and control mice during phases 1 and 3,

while there was a significant decrease selectively for Pitx2/ChR2

mice in the photostimulation phase (Figure S6). Similar results

were obtainedwith Vglut2/ChR2mice (Figures 5E and S6). The re-

sults from both STN recombinase mouse lines confirmed the hy-

pothesis thatSTNactivationwassufficient tocausean interruption

of on-going sugar self-administration.

When testing the PV/ChR2 mice, no effect of STN-photosti-

mulation was observed. (Figures 5H and S6). To address this

result further, the previous sugar reinstatement phase (phase

3) was changed for optogenetic stimulation only (instead of

sugar only), administered as a consequence of the active NPs

(Figures 5F–5H and S5). This led to an initial increase in the num-

ber of active NPs (seeking), likely due to the absence of the rein-

forcing stimulus (sugar), followed by a progressive decrease in

number of active NPs (extinction). After this followed a phase

4, in which sugar was again available (Figures 5F–5H and S6).

As expected, this restoration of sugar only caused the number

of active NPs to again become significantly larger than the inac-

tive ones. Thus, the mice responded to sugar but not to photo-

stimulation; no difference was observed between PV/ChR2

and control mice in any of the four phases (Figure S6).

Finally, analysis of Tac1/ChR2 mice did not show any aversive

response upon optogenetic stimulation but continued nose-poking

for sugar even in the presence of photostimulation (Figures 5J, 5K,

and S6). Furthermore, using a phase 3 in which active NPs were

coupled with photostimulation alone (no sugar), no decrease

in the number of active NPs was achieved, but instead the number

of inactive NPs increased until reaching the same values as

theactiveones (Figures5KandS6).Toassess this response further,

twosubsequentphaseswereadded.Now,pSTN-photostimulation

and sugar delivery were removed, leaving the acoustic cue as

consequence of the active NPs (phase 4), and subsequently
d pSTN (limbic)

re, Tac1-Cre mice injected with AAV2-eYFP into STN/pSTN (A1). Illustration of

tions analyzed by YFP immunohistofluorescence below (note, level 0 shows

zed: B0–7, Pitx2-Cre, n = 29; C0–7, Vglut2-Cre, n = 29; D0–7, PV-Cre, n = 18; E0–7,

n level (squares). STN, subthalamic nucleus; pSTN, para-subthalamic nucleus;

al amygdala; BNST, bed nucleus of stria terminalis; PF, parafascicular thalamic

cta; LS, lateral septum; MS, medial septum.
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Figure 4. Optogenetic excitation of STN but not pSTN induces aversive learning

Battery of behavioral tests relevant for emotional affect.

(A) Illustration: STN, pSTN; color-coded for markers, simplified adaptation from Figure 1 (top). Bilateral AAV injection (AAV2-hChR2-eYFP [ChR2] or AAV2-eYFP

[control; CTRL]) and fiber optic probe implantation above the subthalamus in Pitx2-Cre, Vglut2-Cre, PV-Cre, and Tac1-Cre mice (bottom).

(B‒E) STN, pSTN histology. Left, mRNA; right, corresponding YFP of each injected Cre-recombinase mouse line: Pitx2/Pitx2-Cre (B), Vglut2/Vglut2-Cre (C), PV/

PV-Cre (D), and Tac1/Tac1-Cre (E).

(F‒J) Opto-avoidance EPM test. Graphical illustration of setup (F), time spent in arms (G–J). CTRL vs. ChR2; below, heatmaps. Pitx2/ChR2 (n = 16), Pitx2/CTRL

(n = 15) (G); Vglut2/ChR2 (n = 7), Vglut2/CTRL (n = 5) (H); PV/ChR2 (n = 10), PV/CTRL (n = 9) (I); Tac1/ChR2 (n = 11), Tac1/CTRL (n = 10) (J) mice.

(K‒S) Opto-RT-CPP test. Graphical illustration of setup. Blue, compartment A; red, compartment B; gray, neutral compartment (K). Percentage of time spent.

Compartment A vs. compartment B: Pitx2/CTRL (n = 14) (L); Vglut2/CTRL (n = 5) (M); PV/CTRL (n = 9) (N); Tac1/CTRL (n = 10) (O); Pitx2/ChR2 (n = 16) (L0), Vglut2/
ChR2 (n = 7) (M0), PV/ChR2 (n = 10) (N0), and Tac1/ChR2 (n = 10) (O0). Dark blue filled circles (compartment A) and squares (compartment B) indicate photo-

stimulation (Light-ON). Data were analyzed by two-way RM ANOVA (G–J and L–O0) followed by �Sı́dák’s multiple comparisons test (G–J) or Tukey’s multiple

comparisons test (L–O0). *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001. Data expressed as mean ± SEM. n, number of mice. STN, subthalamic nucleus; pSTN, para-sub-

thalamic nucleus.
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removing also the cue, so that active NPs were equal to inactive

NPs (phase5) (Figures5I andS5). Tac1/ChR2mice respondeddur-

ing the first sessions of phase 4 with strongly increased number of

active NPs (seeking) and then proceeded toward extinction during

the following sessions (Figure 5K). This result was different to that

observedwith controls as these showeda strong increase in active

NPs when sugar was removed (Figure 5J).

In contrast to STN stimulation, which interrupted self-adminis-

tration, activation of the pSTN did not negatively affect sugar
8 Cell Reports 42, 113328, November 28, 2023
consumption, instead pSTN mice maintained their self-adminis-

tration activity.

Optogenetic stimulation of STN is sufficient to induce
excitatory post-synaptic responses in LHb
Since excitation of the STN but not the pSTN promoted strong

aversion learning leading to contextual avoidance behavior,

exploring a putative STN neurocircuitry of aversion was next of

interest.



Figure 5. STN stimulation but not pSTN stimulation suppresses sugar-positive reinforcement

Sugarself-administrationcombinedwithoptogeneticSTNorpSTNexcitation;positive reinforcement (PR) test.Graphical illustrationofsetup (A)andoriginalprotocol (B).

(C‒K) (Pitx2: C and D; Vglut2: E; PV: F‒H; Tac1: I-K) Number of active vs. inactive nose-pokes: Pitx2/CTRL (n = 5) (C), Pitx2/ChR2 (n = 8) (D), Vglut2/ChR2 (n = 5)

(E), PV/CTRL (n = 7) (G) PV/ChR2 (n = 10) (H), Tac1/CTRL (n = 9) (J), and Tac1/ChR2 (n = 11) (K). Modified protocol displayed in (F) and (I). Data were analyzed

by two-way RM ANOVA followed by �Sı́dák’s multiple comparisons test. Data expressed as mean ± SEM. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001. n, number of mice.

STN, subthalamic nucleus; pSTN, para-subthalamic nucleus.
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First, in vivo single-cell electrophysiological recordings upon

optogenetic stimulation of the STN were performed in Pitx2/

ChR2 mice to verify activational response of STN neurons

(Figures 6A and 6B). An optotagging protocol (Figure 6A) was

used to stimulate and record within the STN. To observe the re-

action of STN neurons to photostimulation, peri-stimulus time

histograms (0.5 Hz, 5 ms bin width, 5–8 mW) were created

by applying a 0.5 Hz stimulation protocol for at least 100 s. Ac-

tion potentials in ChR2-positive STN cells were successfully

evoked by STN photostimulation (Figure 6C). Once neuronal

activity of STN neurons returned to baseline, the photostimula-

tion protocol used in the behavioral experiments was assessed

(20 Hz, 5 ms pulses, 5–8 mW; 10 s), which increased the fre-

quency and firing rate of STN neurons for the whole duration

of the stimulation, after which they returned to normal (Fig-

ures 6D and 6E).

The functional expression of ChR2 on STN neurons was next

confirmed by ex vivo patch-clamp recordings in the STN of

Pitx2/ChR2 mice with the optic probe placed above the

recording site (Figure 6F). YFP labeling was strong in the STN

(Figure 6G), and all recorded STN neurons responded to contin-

uous (Figure 6H) or 20 Hz trains (Figure 6I) of photostimulation by

sustained ChR2-mediated currents. When photostimulation was

applied in brain slices from Pitx2/CTRL control mice, no current

was observed in STN neurons.

Having validated our optogenetic strategy, potential neurocir-

cuitry was next addressed. STN-DBS has repeatedly been re-

ported to give rise to depression as adverse side effect,23,32

providing a clinical association between STN stimulation and

negative emotional affect. Furthermore, STN-DBS in rodents in-

duces c-Fos expression in LHb and alters LHb neuron activ-

ity,67,68 suggestive of functional connectivity between STN and

the LHb. However, projection analysis did not reveal YFP-posi-

tive projections in the LHb of STNPitx2 mice (Figure 3 and electro-

physiological controls; Figure 6M) while ample other projections

were indeed observed (Figure 3).48

To explore if STN-activation exerts functional impact on LHb

activity, in vivo extracellular recordings were performed in

Pitx2/ChR2mice (Figure 6J). An optic fiber was positioned above

the STN and a stimulation protocol (PSTH: 0.5 Hz, 5 ms pulses,
Figure 6. Optogenetic stimulation of STN is sufficient to induce excita

(A) In vivo STN optotagging strategy.

(B) Pontamine sky blue (red) shows last recorded coordinate of STN neurons (gr

(C) Averaged PSTH of STN-excited neurons.

(D) STN-excited neuron recording trace.

(E) Frequency of STN neurons before, during, and after 10 s stimulation (n = 7).

(F) Patch-clamp strategy: electrode and optic fiber placed above STN.

(G) ChR2-YFP-positive STN neuron (green) filled with biocytin (BC, red). Scale b

(H) Representative ChR2-mediated currents induced by 1 s light pulses at 4 mW

(I) ChR2-mediated currents induced by train (40 s duration; 20 Hz; 1 ms pulses)

(J) In vivo LHb recording strategy upon STN photostimulation.

(K) YFP (green); optic fiber track above STN.

(L) Map of LHb recorded neurons (n = 44; 3 mice): LHb neurons excited during

sponding neurons (gray).

(M) Excited LHb neuron; neurobiotin.

(N) PSTH heatmap; excited LHb neurons upon STN-photostimulation (top); aver

(O) LHb neuron responding to STN photostimulation: 5 ms light pulse (10 trace

Friedman test followed by Dunn’s multiple comparisons. Data expressed as mea

nucleus; LHb, lateral habenula.
5–8 mW, at least 100 s) was implemented (Figures 6J and 6K).

Post-recording, pontamine staining and neurobiotin-marked

neurons confirmed the positioning of the recording electrodes

within the LHb (Figures 6L and 6M). Analysis showed that STN

stimulation evoked an excitatory response in 50% of the re-

corded LHb neurons (onset latency = 10.08 ± 0.81 ms)

(Figures 6N and 6O). Thus, a functional STN-LHb connection

could be observed. With the observed lack of direct projections

from STN to LHb (confirmed by the absence of eYFP fibers in

LHb; Figure 6M), identification of a putative pathway was next

approached.

Optogenetic activation of STN projections induces
excitatory post-synaptic responses in VP and EP
neurons projecting to LHb
Rather than direct projections from STN to LHb, STNPitx2 mice

showed abundant projections to pallidal structures VP and EP,

as verified above (Figure 3) and reported previously.48 Both VP

and EP, in turn, have been shown to project to LHb.69–72 Based

on these observations, the STN-VP and STN-EP pathways were

next examined, taking advantage of the Vglut2-positive nature of

both STN and LHb.

Using rgAAV2-DIO-GFP injections in the LHb of Vglut2-Cre

mice, Vglut2-expressing LHb-projecting VP and EP neurons

were retrogradely labeled. An AAV5-DIO-CHR2-mCherry vector

was injected in the STNof the samemice to selectivelymanipulate

STN-VP and STN-EP pathways with photostimulation (Figures 7A

and 7B). Two to 3 weeks later, acute brain slices were prepared

and GFP-expressing VP and EP neurons were recorded in

voltage-clamp configuration and filled with biocytin (Figures 7C–

7F and 7I). STN inputs were optically stimulated and synaptic in-

puts were recorded in GFP-positive VP and EP neurons, respec-

tively. One hundred percent of the recorded LHb-projecting EP

neurons were identified as responsive to STN inputs stimulation,

while only50%ofLHb-projectingVPdisplay light-evokedsynaptic

currents (Figures 7G, 7H, 7J, and 7K). The amplitude of the excit-

atory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs)was significantly greater (Fig-

ure7L)and the latencyof theEPSCsignificantly shorter (Figure7M)

in EP neurons compared with VP neurons. These results suggest

that two distinct di-synaptic pathways relay the STN to the LHb.
tory post-synaptic responses in LHb

een).

ar, 10 mm.

(yellow) and 90 mW (red).

of light.

stimulation (dark blue), excited neurons outside LHb (light blue), and non-re-

age of normalized PSTH (bottom; n = 13 neurons).

s; top); PSTH; raster of excited LHb neuron (below). Data were analyzed by

n ± SEM. *p < 0.05. n, number of neurons unless indicated. STN, subthalamic
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Figure 7. Optogenetic activation of STN projections induces excitatory post-synaptic responses in VP and EP neurons projecting to LHb,

whereas selective stimulation of STN terminals within VP induces place avoidance

(A) Patch-clamp electrophysiology to selectively record LHb-projecting EP and VP neurons that receive afferents from STN; Vglut2/ChR2 mice. Viral tracing

strategy combining retro-AAV2-DIO-GFP into lateral habenula (LHb) and DIO-ChR2-mCherry virus into STN.

(legend continued on next page)
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Based on these slice-derived results, the impact of selective STN

terminal stimulationonaversionwasnext addressed in freelymov-

ing animals.

Selective stimulation of STN terminalswithin VP induces
place avoidance
While selective EP stimulation is achievable in the in vitro setup

(as above), the anatomical proximity between EP and STN

makes selective manipulation of STN terminals within EP,

without also affecting the STN, experimentally challenging in

the in vivo context. Having identified connectivity between STN

and VP, leading to activation in the LHb, we selected VP as the

target area of interest and next investigated if photostimulation

of STN terminals within VP is sufficient to drive the aversive

avoidance behavior observed upon STN stimulation.

A new group of Pitx2-Cre mice were injected into the STN with

the same viruses as previous mice but, this time, the fiber optic

probes were bilaterally implanted above the VP to allow photo-

stimulation of STN terminals (Figure 7N). These mice are referred

to as VPSTN/ChR2 mice; controls are VPSTN/CTRL mice (Figure 7).

The same behavioral paradigms of emotional affect as imple-

mented for STN photostimulation above was applied here for

photostimulation of VP, leading to excitation of STN terminals.

In the Opto-OpenField, VPSTN/ChR2 mice showed a similar in-

crease in grooming as when STN was photostimulated (Fig-

ure S7). In the Opto-Avoidance-EPM test, VPSTN/ChR2 mice

showed decreased time spent and number of entries in the pho-

tostimulation-paired EPM arms, as shown by STN-stimulated

mice (Figures 7P and S7).

In the Opto-RT-CPP paradigm (Figures 7Q and 7R), an active

avoidance behavior to VP photostimulation was observed, with

VPSTN/ChR2 mice visiting and spending significantly less time in

the light-paired compartment (A) than the light-unpaired compart-

ment (B) both during the 2 days of RT exposure and during the first

conditioned test day (Figures 7R and S7), and reversing their pref-

erence in the reversal phase (Figures 7R and S7). Control mice

showed an absence of photostimulation-dependent response

throughout the sessions (Figures 7Q and S7).

Finally, when testing VPSTN mice in the Sugar-PR paradigm

(Figures 7S and 7T), a similar response as obtained with STN-

stimulated mice (STNPitx2/ChR2 and STNVglut2/ChR2) was ob-
(B) Sagittal section; mCherry (magenta) and GFP (cyan).

(C and D) Confocal images. High magnification (upper quadrants): EP (C) and V

positive for GFP.

(E) EP (upper) and VP (bottom) neurons projecting to LHb (cyan) surrounded by

(F‒I) Strategy representation for selectively patching EP (F) and VP (I) neurons pro

(G and J) Example traces of STN-EP/VP responses to 1 ms photostimulation wit

(H‒K) Percentage of EP (H) and VP (K) cells responding to STN inputs.

(L) Amplitude, excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) between EP (n = 14) and

(M) Latency, EPSC EP and VP cells.

(N) Behavior setup. STN-terminals stimulated in VP. Pitx2-Cre mice injected in S

(O) YFP immunofluorescence; STN-derived projections in the VP.

(P) Opto-avoidance-EPM test. Time spent in arms: VPSTN/CTRL (n = 8) vs. VPSTN/

(Q and R) Opto-RT-CPP; percentage time spent. Compartment A vs. compartmen

A) and squares (compartment B) indicate photostimulation (Light-ON).

(S and T) Number of active vs. inactive nose-pokes: VPSTN/CTRL (n = 4) (S) and VPS

ANOVA (P–T) followed by �Sı́dák’s multiple comparisons test (P, S, and T) or Tu

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001. EP, entopeduncular nucleus; STN, subthalam
tained (Figures 7T and S7). The number of active and inactive

NPs reached similar values during the last sessions of phase 2,

and the average number of active NPs during phase 2was signif-

icantly lower compared with both phase 1 and phase 3.

Taken together, the selective stimulation of STN-derived pro-

jection terminals within VP verified the responses observed upon

STN stimulation, thus identifying the STN-VP connection in

behavioral avoidance.

DISCUSSION

Taken together, this study takesadvantageof four differentmolec-

ular markers identified in mice to spatio-molecularly dissociate

STN from pSTN, describe their distribution patterns qualitatively

and quantitatively in mouse and macaque (Figures 1 and 2), and

implement their promoters as drivers of Cre-recombinase in opto-

genetics-based neurocircuitry (Figures 3, 6, and 7) and behavior

(Figures 4, 5, and 7) analysis focused on emotional affect. The

main findings include: high level of translation between mouse

andmacaque (Figures 1 and 2), strikingly different efferent projec-

tions for STN vs. pSTN (Figure 3), identification of causality be-

tween STN excitation and aversive learning with an avoidance

behavior (Figure4) sufficientlypotent to interrupt sugar self-admin-

istration (Figure 5), and the identification of STN stimulation-

induced activity within STN and post-synaptic responses in

LHb-projecting VP and EP neurons (Figures 6 and 7). Finally, the

demonstration that STN terminal stimulation within VP causes

similar behavioral avoidance as observed upon direct STN stimu-

lation, thus identifying a possible aversion pathway involving the

STN (Figure 7).

Dissociation of the heterogeneous STN and pSTN in
aversion processing
By application of Vglut2, Pitx2, PV, and Tac1 mRNA-directed

probes in both mice and macaques, we re-confirm our previous

demonstration of high level of selectivity for STN (Pitx2, Vglut2,

PV) vs. pSTN (Tac1)58 in the mouse, now including quantifica-

tions, and here reveal a high translational level for each marker

between mouse and primate (Figures 1 and 2); findings vali-

dating the mouse as an experimental model for the primate in

the present context. Taking advantage of this spatio-molecular
P (D). In vitro recorded neurons filled with biocytin (BC) (yellow) (arrowheads)

STN terminals (magenta).

jecting to LHb. Optic fiber placed above STN and axon terminals, respectively.

h (yellow) or without (black) D-AP5+DNQX.

VP (n = 6) cells.

TN and optic probes implanted above VP.

ChR2 (n = 14); representative heatmap: VPSTN/CTRL, VPSTN/ChR2.

t B: VPSTN/CTRL (n = 8) (Q) and VPSTN/ChR2 (n = 14) (R). Blue circles (compartment

TN/ChR2 (n = 6) (T). Data were analyzed by MW-U test (I and M) and two-way RM

key’s multiple comparisons test (Q and R). Data expressed as mean ± SEM.

ic nucleus; LHb, lateral habenula; VP, ventral pallidum.
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selectivity, we addressed the hypothesis that STN plays a role in

aversion. The STN is classically associated with motor, associa-

tive, and limbic function; the limbic aspect of STN rather referring

to reward-related functions.73–75 In contrast, a causal role in

aversion, and avoidance behavior, has not been proven. Studies

in rodents showing that experimental STN-DBS induces different

motivational responses depending on the nature of the rein-

forcers30,76–79 and can reduce addictive behaviors30,31,80 have

identified a role for the STN in reward, relevant for addiction.

Furthermore, low- and high-frequency stimulation (30 and

130 Hz, respectively) of the STN results in different outcome in

models of addiction.26,81 However, it has also been shown that

STN lesioning in rats leads to altered emotional state in response

to various rewarding and aversive stimuli.77,80,82,83

Classically, the ventro-medial aspectof theSTNhasbeencorre-

lated with limbic function.73 Often referred to as the ‘‘limbic tip,’’

this is the part of the STN that is directly adjoined with pSTN,

and where Vglut2 shows higher intensity and PV+ neurons are

sparse;Vglut2 andPVmRNAs showing almost opposite gradients

(Figures 1 and 2).Using a combination ofCre-drivermice forwhich

promoter activities were defined in the histological analysis to

dissociate STN and pSTN, optogenetic excitation of either STN

(STNPitx2/ChR2) or pSTN (pSTNTac1/ChR2) resulted in facegroom-

ing and place avoidance—directly associated with photostimula-

tion (Opto-Avoidance-EPM and Opto-RT-CPP; RT phase). How-

ever, only STN excitation induced place avoidance upon

exposure to photostimulation-paired cues (Opto-RT-CPP; test

days), revealingaunique role forSTN inaversive learning (Figure4).

In a sugar-positive reinforcement paradigm (Sugar-PR), STN

activation was sufficient to interrupt self-administration of sugar,

whereas activation of pSTN did not hinder behavior to actively

work for the reward (Figure 5). In this paradigm, results show

that optogenetic stimulation of whole STN (Vglut2, Pitx2) causes

an aversive phenotype, while stimulation of the pSTN (Tac1) in-

duces a phenotype resembling appetitive behavior. Already pre-

viouswork has associated pSTNwith appetitive behavior (further

discussed below), but this structure was recently implicated also

in aversion.45 Based on this data, the aversion response by STN

and pSTN stimulation is demonstrated as distinctly different, and

only STNmediates a learning component. Thus, the results allow

a functional dissociation of the nature of the aversive response

mediated by these two small and anatomically joined nuclei.

In terms of STN analysis, Vglut2/ChR2 mice showed more

robust aversive response than Pitx2/ChR2 mice in the Opto-

Avoidance-EPM and Opto-RT-CPP tests, but not in the Sugar-

PR paradigm (Figures 4 and 5). Both Vglut2 and Pitx2 have

been validated as relevant drivers of Cre-recombinase within

STN.48,49,50–52,84,85 However, with ample Vglut2 in cellular den-

sities immediately surrounding the STN, Pitx2 as promoter for

Cre-recombinase is more likely to direct selectivity to STN; we

therefore reason that behaviors displayed by Pitx2/ChR2 mice

are the most reliable representatives of STN-mediated behavior.

In contrast to STN, which has been the focus of attention in

clinical and experimental research for decades, pSTN long re-

mained largely unexplored. However, the past couple of years

have seen a growing interest in this small structure, typically

centered around food-intake behavior.40,46,86 To date, pSTN

has been implicated in a range of hypothalamic functions,
14 Cell Reports 42, 113328, November 28, 2023
including feeding, satiety, re-feeding, novelty response, fear,

and appetitive as well as aversive responses.37,40–45,86 The pre-

sent study contributes with the finding that pSTNmice showmild

aversion to optogenetic excitation in RT, but do not show condi-

tioned aversion, and an appetitive rather than aversive behavior

in the PR paradigm (Figures 4 and 5). Thus, while the aversive ef-

fect of STN stimulation identified here seems to be confirmed

regardless of the experimental context, pSTN-mediated

behavior shows more context dependence. Thus, the behavioral

responses observed here corroborate our hypothesis that pSTN

stimulation does not induce an aversive effect of comparable

impact with that observed with STN stimulation.

Furthermore, not only complexity added by structures close to

the STN, but also the functional heterogeneity within the STN is

important to unravel experimentally. Here, we testedPV, identified

as promoter active in a subpopulation of STN neurons in both ro-

dents and primates.55–59 Curiously, activation of the STNPV sub-

population (PV/ChR2 mice) was similar to that of Pitx2/ChR2

mice in the Opto-RT-CPP test but caused only weak avoidance

during the EPM-Avoidance test and no response in the Sugar-

PR test (Figures 4 and 5). In the EPM-Avoidance and Sugar-PR

test, any aversive effect must be strong enough to counteract

the innate preference for sheltered areas and the rewarding char-

acteristics of sugar, respectively, while in the Opto-RT-CPP the

mouse can choose between two compartments of equal initial

valence. In this context, the relatively smaller number of PV+ neu-

rons (compared with all of STN)may be sufficient to induce avoid-

ance because other factors with greater valence are not involved.

Another aspect to consider is the distribution pattern of PV+ neu-

rons. More abundant in dorsal than ventro-medial STN, the PV+

subpopulationmay not play a first-order role in limbic function, pri-

marily associatedwith the limbic tip. Clearly, morework is needed

to reveal the exact molecular identity of STN neurons engaging in

avoidance-type behavior.

Neurocircuitry of behavioral aversion mediated by STN
In contrast to a recent interest in pallidal and habenular struc-

tures in aversion processing, the STN has been far less explored

in this context. Based on the therapeutic effects of STN-DBS in

PD, optogenetics in the STN has instead mainly been imple-

mented in experimental animal models of PD.65,87–94 The natural

role of STN has remained more poorly investigated. However,

recent studies have explored the STN in locomotor control, ac-

tion selection, and stopping of cognitive processes.48,50,51 The

STN, which receives inputs from cortical regions supporting he-

donic processing,74,95–97 might play a modulatory role in deci-

sion-making in response to aversive conditions.

The present results place the STN in the context of aversion

neurocircuitry. Several of the structures recognized in aversive

processing receive projections from the STN. These include

GPi/EP and VP, as confirmed here (Figure 3), and carefully

described in previous work.2,6,48,69–72,98 Both EP and VP project

to LHb, which, in turn, has proven responsible for mediating

aversive behavior. For instance, optogenetic stimulation of gluta-

matergic neurons of the EP,70,71 VP,69,72 and LH99,100 projecting

to the LHb induces place avoidance. Based on previous work

defining a role for VP in integrating aversive and rewarding infor-

mation,69,101–106 VP might represent a plausible connecting
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structure bridging STN with LHb. VP is primarily GABAergic, but

a recent study demonstrated the presence of glutamatergic VP

neurons projecting to LHb.69,72 Furthermore, this glutamatergic

VP subpopulation receives projections from the STN, and selec-

tive stimulation of glutamatergic VP neurons has been shown to

evoke EPSCs in LHb and to induce RT avoidance.72 Our findings

identified aversion upon stimulation of either STN cell bodies or

STN terminals in VP (Figures 4, 5, and 7). Using in vivo extracel-

lular recordings, we confirmed activational response of STN neu-

rons upon STN-directed photostimulation and demonstrated

that stimulation of STN neurons drives neuronal activity in

the LHb, while ex vivo patch clamping of VPSTN�LHb and

EPSTN�LHb neurons allowed the identification of excitatory

post-synaptic responses during STN photostimulation (Figures 6

and 7). Together, these results provide support for a pathway

from STN via VP/EP toward LHb. However, with substantial pro-

jections between the STN and additional brain areas (Figure 3),

including midbrain dopaminergic neurons of SNc and ventral

tegmental area, that also have been associated with aver-

sion,107,108 additional studies will be required to fully define the

neurocircuitry of STN-mediated aversion.

Clinical importance of understanding the role of STN in
behavioral regulation
The STN is best known for its role in movement inhibition in PD.

However, PD contains both motor and non-motor symptom do-

mains.109–111 In PD, the STN shows aberrant firing activity, which

exacerbates movement inability induced by loss of dopamine.

STN-DBS improves PD motor symptoms112–114 demonstrating

the crucial role of STN in voluntary movement. However, a major

challenge with STN-DBS is the emergence of side effects, some

of which resemble non-motor symptoms, including low mood

state.115,116 Direct causality between STN excitation and behav-

ioral aversion might be important in this context. Also the prox-

imity of STN to the multi-faceted pSTN may be clinically relevant

in terms of side effects upon STN-DBS. Anatomical-functional

dissociation of STN and pSTN in both the rodent and primate,

as initiated here, is important for better understanding of this het-

erogeneous brain area.

In addition to PD, tremor, dystonia, and Tourette syndrome,

STN-DBS is applied in treatment-resistant OCD.18,25,117–119

High-frequency stimulation of the antero-medial STN has been

correlated with hypomania120 and shown to alleviate OCD.5

However, some OCD patients are unresponsive to STN-

DBS.18,121 A recent study focused on psychosurgical DBS tar-

gets argued for the importance of precise characterization of

themorphological organization of the subthalamic area in the pri-

mate brain to improve success rate in treatment of psychiatric

disorders, including OCD and depression.122 By addressing

gene expression patterns within STN and its immediate sur-

roundings in the macaque monkey, the current results provide

enhanced insight into the molecular, cellular, and anatomical or-

ganization of this brain region.

In the context of compulsive behavior, excessive grooming

was observed upon excitation of either STN or pSTN, with some-

what different timing in response to the stimulation (Figure S3). A

direct correlation between STN excitation and grooming

behavior was first reported only a couple of years ago.48,49 While
grooming is a natural behavior for rodents, accentuated groom-

ing behavior may be a sign of distress.63,64 Also certain compul-

sions in humans, such as excessive self-grooming, have been

suggested to manifest behavioral repetitions in attempts to

relieve anxiety and/or aversion caused by strongly unpleasant

sensations.123 Accordingly, stereotypic grooming is imple-

mented as one of several criteria for compulsive behavior in ro-

dent models of OCD.124–126 The data presented here provide

compelling causality between selective optogenetic excitation

of either STN or pSTN and compulsive grooming. Considering

the putative circuitry of this behavioral display, it is worth noting

that, while STN (Pitx2) and pSTN (Tac1) show vastly different pro-

jection patterns, two target areas stand out as identical (VP and

SNc) (Figure 3), motivating further analysis in the context of

compulsive behavior.

In summary, this study identifies a role for the STN in aversion

and aversive learning. The findings provide a neurobiological

framework for STN in emotional affect with implications for

neurological and neuropsychiatric disorders in which STN

dysfunction is a critical brain pathology. The study also found

that STN-mediated aversion is distinct from pSTN-driven affect.

The results should be relevant when applying STN as a target for

therapeutic intervention, and to possibilities of improving preci-

sion toward discrete symptoms.

Limitations of the study
Injection site, probe placement, and amount of mice. Antidromic

spiking of STN neurons cannot be excluded in the terminal stim-

ulation experiment. Lack of response in the negative reinforce-

ment paradigm likely reflects an effect of lost motivation that

should be further explored.
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California USA
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Digidata 1550B digitizer Molecular Devices N/A

Elipar LED polymerisation lamp 3M Espe N/A

Arduino UNO Card Arduino RRID:SCR_017284
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Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Åsa Wal-

lén-Mackenzie (asa.mackenzie@ebc.uu.se).

Materials availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability
d All data reported in this paper will be shared by the lead contact upon request.

d This paper does not report original code.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

Cre-recombinase mouse strains
Vglut2-Cre127 (courtesy of Ole Kiehn, Copenhagen University, Denmark), Pitx2-Cre53,54 (courtesy of James Martin, University of

Texas, USA), Tac1-Cre128 (Jackson Laboratories, B6; 129S-Tac1tm1.1(cre)Hze/J; Jax #021877), PV-Cre129 (Jackson Laboratories,

B6; 129P2-Pvalbtm1(cre)Arbr/J; Jax #017320, common name B6 PV-Cre).

Vglut2-Cre, Pitx2-Cre, Tac1-Cre, PV-Cre transgenic mice were maintained at the local animal facility of Uppsala University before

and during behavioral experiments, or at University of Bordeaux (Pitx2-Cre, Vglut2-Cre) for in vivo electrophysiological experiments.

Mice were maintained on a C57BL/6NTac background, and all breedings were performed in-house.

Mice had access to food and water ad libitum in standard humidity and temperature conditions and with a 12-h dark/light cycle

unless otherwise specified.

PCR analyses were performed on ear biopsies to confirm the Cre-positive genotype (Vglut2-Cre forward, 50TTG CAT CGC ATT

GTC TGA GT AG, reverse; 50TTC CCA CAC AAG ATA CAG ACT CC, Pitx2-Cre, Tac1-Cre, PV-Cre forward, 50GCG GTC TGG

CAG TAA AAA CTA TC; reverse, 50GTG AAA CAG CAT TGC TGT CAC TT).

All experimental procedures using mice followed Swedish (Animal Welfare Act SFS 1998:56) and European Union Legislation

(Convention ETS 123 and Directive 2010/63/EU), and were approved by local ethical committees in Uppsala and/or Bordeaux

(N�50120205-A).
Adult Cre-positive males and females mice were used in all the experiments. Mice that underwent surgery were at lest 8–10 weeks

old, and initial experiments were performed at least 4 weeks following viral injection and canula impantation.

Macaque brain tissue
Nomonkeywas sacrificed for this study. Brain tissue from 1male adult (10 years old) macaque specimen (Macacamulatta) originated

from another study122 and was donated for the current study by Chantal François (Sorbonne Université, Institut du Cerveau – Paris

Brain Institute- ICM, CNRS, APHP, Hôpital de la Pitié Salpêtrière), Animal care was carried out in strict accordance with the European

Union Directive of 2010 (Council Directive 2010/63/EU) for care and use of laboratory animals. The authorisation for conducting ex-

periments was approved by the Ethics Committee in Animal Experiment Uppsala (agreement no. Ce5/2011/014) and Bordeaux

(agreement no. APAFIS#37555) universities. For further details, see Santin et al., 2023.122

METHOD DETAILS

Fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) histochemistry
Mouse brain preparation

To prepare brain sections for mRNA analysis by FISH, brains were quickly dissected from mice euthanized by cervical dislocation,

snap-frozen in cold (�30�C to �35�C) 2-methylbutane (R99%, Honeywell) and kept at �80�C until usage. Coronal serial sections

were prepared on a Leica CM1950 Cryostat at 16mm thickness and placed onto Superfrost glass slides in series of 8 slides (Thermo

Fischer). Slides prepared for FISH analysis were stored in �80�C until usage.
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Macaque brain preparation

The brain was removed from the skull, divided into several blocks, and a block containing the STN area was cut on a cryostat at

16 mm. 300 sections including the whole STN (bregma �9,45; bregma �13,50) were collected, one section per slide. Sections

were mounted on slides and stored at �80�C. Slides at the bregma level �11,25 were used in this study.

FISH analysis procedure for detection of mRNA in brain sections

For detection of selected mRNAs in cryosections, mRNA-directed fluorescent riboprobes were prepared from cDNA (Oramacell,

Paris). Probes were synthesized by PCR from plasmid (DNA template) containing T3 and T7 promotor sequences using pro-

moter-attached primers to detect: Mouse: Vglut2; Pitx2; Tac1; PV; Gad1; Gad2; Primate: hVglut2; hPitx2; hPV (Tac1 applicable

from mouse) (See KRT for a list of PCR primers). Digoxigenin (DIG) and fluorescein-labeled RNA probes were made by a transcrip-

tional reaction with incorporation of DIG or fluorescein labeled nucleotides.130 Specificity of probes was verified using NCBI blast.

FISH experiments were performed following our previously described protocol.130 Cryosections were air-dried, fixed in 4% para-

formaldehyde and acetylated in 0.25% acetic anhydride/100 mM triethanolamine (pH 8). All sections were treated with two probes to

allow analysis of colocalization (co-FISH). Sectionswere hybridized for 18 h at 65�C in 100 mL of formamide-buffer containing 1 mg/mL

digoxigenin-labeled riboprobe (DIG) and 1 mg/mL fluorescein-labeled riboprobe. Sections were washed at 65�C with saline sodium

citrate (SSC) buffers of decreasing strength, and blocked with 20% fetal bovine serum and 1% blocking solution. Fluorescein epi-

topes were detected with horseradish peroxidase (HRP) conjugated anti-fluorescein antibody at 1:5000 and revealed using Cy2-tyr-

amide at 1:250. HRP-activity was stopped by incubation of sections in 0.1M glycine followed by a 3%H2O2 treatment. DIG epitopes

were detected with HRP anti-DIG Fab fragments at 1:1500 and revealed using Cy3 tyramide at 1:100. Nuclear staining was per-

formed with 40 6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI). All slides were scanned at 20x resolution using the Hamamatsu Nanozoomer

2.0-HT Digital slide scanner (Hamamatsu). Laser intensity and time of acquisition were set separately for each riboprobe. Images

were analyzed using the NDP.view2 software (Hamamatsu Photonics). Regions of interest were identified according to the Paxinos

mouse brain atlas.60 Positive cells refer to a staining in a cell body clearly above background and surrounding a DAPI-stained nu-

cleus. Colocalization was determined by the presence of the signals for both probes in the soma of the same cell. Tac1 outline

was used as PSTN reference and Pitx2 outline was used as STN reference.

Countings

Countings were performedmanually using the NDP.view2 and QuPath softwares. Cells were defined by a circle outline (DAPI nuclear

staining plus the FISH-generated fluorescent signal), fluorescent signals were checked channel by channel for each selected cell.

Intensity, luminosity, contrast parameters were set in the softwares for each probe pair. DAPI (nuclear staining) was used to distin-

guish if two cells were located close to each other. High and low expression of each probe was analyzed, and countings collected for

analysis and comparison.

Mouse: For each probe combination, three sections were analyzed by counting. The region analyzed was the region between

bregma �2,03 and �2,27.60

Macaque: For each probe combination, one sectionwas analyzed by counting. used The region analyzedwas the region at bregma

�11,25 mm.131

Stereotaxic virus injection and fiber optic probe implantation
Stereotaxic injections were performed in Pitx2-Cre, Vglut2-Cre, PV-Cre, Tac1-Cre mice under isofluorane anesthesia (4% for induc-

tion and maintained at 1–1.5% air mix v/v). After being placed in a stereotaxic apparatus, mice received subcutaneous injection of

analgesic and anti-inflammatory drugs (buprenorphine, 0.1 mg/kg and Carprofen, 5 mg/kg) as well as a local analgesic (lidocaine,

7mg/kg) before the incision of the skin. Mice were bilaterally injected in the STN/pSTNwith a virus containing either a Cre-dependent

Channelrhodopsin (ChR2) construct coupled with an eYFP reporter (rAAV2/EF1a-DIO-hChR2(H134R)-eYFP), or only the eYFP re-

porter (rAAV2/EF1a-DIO-eYFP), respectively, 3.83 1012 virus molecules/mL and 4.63 1012 virus molecules/mL (viruses purchased

from UNC Vector Core, Chapel Hill, NC, USA) at the following mouse brain coordinates (from Paxinos and Franklin, 2013): antero-

posterior (AP) =�1.90 mm,mediolateral (ML) = +/� 1.70mm from the midline and 250 nL of virus was injected with a NanoFil syringe

(World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL, USA) at two dorsoventral levels (DV) =�4.65 mm and�4.25 mm from the dura matter at

100 nL.min-1. Optic cannula implantation: Optic cannulas (Doric Lenses) were implanted directly after completion of virus injections

in mice preparated for behavior analysis. Two skull screws were implanted in the skull to hold the optic cannula-cement-skull com-

plex. Optibond FL Prime 1 and 2 Adhesive (Kerr) were then applied and harden using Elipar LED polymerisation lamp (3MEspe). Optic

cannulas were implanted bilaterally above the STN (coordinates: AP = �1.90 mm, ML = +/�1.70 mm from the midline DV =

�4.30 mm) or the VP (coordinates: AP = +0.45 mm, ML = +/�1.55 mm from the midline, DV = �4.00 mm), and fixed with dental

cement. 1 mL of saline was injected subcutaneously at the end of the surgery.

For ex vivo electrophysiology experiments, Vglut2-Cre mice were injected into the LHb and the STN. A glass pipette (30–50 mm tip

diameter) filled with rgAAV2-hSyn-DIO-EGFP and was lowered at the LHb coordinates: AP: �1.55 mm; ML: �0.50 mm; DV:

�2.65 mm depth and 120 nL were injected using a picospritzer III (Parker). Similarly, a glass pipette filled with AAV2-EF1a-DIO-

ChR2(H134R)-mCherry was lowered at the STN coordinates: AP: �1.90 mm; ML: �1.60 mm; DV: �4.65/-4.30 mm and 2 times

120 nL were injected. 5 min after the last injection, the glass pipette was withdrawn. After stitching, mice were transferred to a

cage placed on a heating pad until waking up.
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Single-cell extracellular recordings
Surgery

In vivo single cell extracellular recordings started after a post-injection recovery period of at least 4 weeks. Mice were anesthetized

with a mix isoflurane-air (0.8–1.8% v/v) and placed in a stereotaxic apparatus. Optic fiber, optrode and glass micropipettes coordi-

nates were AP =�1.90mm,ML = +/� 1.70mm and DV =�4.30mm for the STN and AP =�1.60mm,ML = +/�0.50mm, DV =�2.00

to �3.30 mm for the LHb.

STN optotagging

A custom-made optrode was made with an optic fiber (100 mm diameter, Thorlabs) connected to a laser (MBL-III-473 nm-100 mW

laser, CNI Lasers, Changchun, China) mounted and glued on the recording glass micropipette which was filled with 2% pontamine

sky blue in 0.5 mM sodium acetate (tip diameter 1–2 mm, resistance 10–15 MU). The distance between the end of the optic fiber and

the tip of the recording pipette varied between 650 nm and 950 nm. Extracellular action potentials were recorded and amplified with

an Axoclamp-2B and filtered (300Hz/0.5 kHz). Single extracellular spikeswere collected online (CED 1401, SPIKE2; Cambridge Elec-

tronic Design). The laser power was measured before starting each experiment using a power meter (PM100D; Thorlabs). The base-

line was recorded for 100 s for each neuron before starting any light stimulation protocols which were set and triggered with Spike2

software. Light protocol consisted in a peristimulus time histogram (PSTH, 0.5 Hz, 5 ms pulse duration, 5–8 mW) for at least 100 s

followed, after returned to baseline, by a ‘‘behavioral’’ protocol corresponding to the parameters used for behavioral experiments

(20 Hz, 5 ms pulse duration, 5–8 mW).

LHb recordings

An optic fiber and a recording pipette filled with either 2% pontamine sky blue or 2% neurobiotin were respectively positioned in the

STN and LHb. For each LHb neurons, a PSTH was recorded upon STN optogenetic stimulation (PSTH 0.5 Hz, 5 ms pulses, 5–8 mW)

for at least 100 s. Neurons are considered as excited during the PSTH protocol when, following the light pulses centered on 0, the

number of spikes/5ms bin is higher than the baseline (�500 ms–0 ms) plus two times the standard deviation. Injection of neurobiotin

(2%neurobiotin in 0.5M acetate sodium) by juxtacellular iontophoresis was performed in some cases for precise spatial identification

of excited neurons.

Ex vivo electrophysiology
STN, EP and VP neurons were recorded in acute brain slices, prepared as previously described.132,133 Briefly, STNPitx2/CTRL,

STNPitx2/ChR2 and STNVglut2 mice (>12 months) were deeply anesthetized with an i.p. injection of ketamine/xylazine (75/10 mg/

kg) mixture and then perfused trans-cardially with ice-cold (0�C–4�C) modified artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF), equilibrated

with 95% O2 and 5% CO2, and containing (in mM): 230 sucrose, 26 NaHCO3, 2.5 KCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 0.5 CaCl2, 10 MgSO4 and

10 glucose. (pH�7,35). The brain was quickly removed, glued to the stage of a Leica VT1200S vibratome (Leica, Germany), immersed

in the ice-cold ACSF and sectioned into 300 mm thick parasagittal slices. Slices containing the LHb, the STN and the VP/EPwere then

incubated for 1 h to a standard oxygenated ACSF solution, warmed (�35�C) containing (inmMunless otherwise stated): 126 NaCl, 26

NaHCO3, 2.5 KCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 2 CaCl2, 2MgSO4, 10 glucose, 1 sodium pyruvate and 4.9 mML-gluthathione reduced. Single slices

were then transferred to a recording chamber at room temperature 22�C–26�C and perfused continuously with oxygenated ACSF.

Electrophysiological recordings
Patch-clamp recordings were performed under infrared gradient contrast video microscopy on an upright microscope (E600FN,

Eclipse workstation, Nikon, Japan) equipped with a 603 water-immersion objective (Nikon Fluor 603/1.0 NA). The microscope

was also equipped with epifluorescence (Nikon Intensilight C-HGFI) allowing visualization of STN neurons expressing the ChR2-

mCherry as well as LHb-projecting EP and VP neurons retrogradely labeled with GFP, respectively.

STN, VP and EP neurons were recorded using low-resistance pipettes (impedance, 3–8MU) prepared from borosilicate glass cap-

illaries (GC150F10; Warner Instruments, Hamden, CT, USA) with a horizontal puller (P- 97; Sutter Instruments, Novato, CA, USA). In

voltage-clamp experiments, the internal solution contained the following (in mM): 135 K-gluconate, 3.8 NaCl, 1 MgCl2.6H2O, 10

HEPES, 0.1 EGTA, 0.4 Na2GTP, 2 Mg1.5ATP, 5 QX-314 and 5.4 biocytin (pH = 7.2, �292 mOsm). Data were acquired using a Multi-

clamp 700B amplifier connected to a Digidata 1550B digitizer controlled by Clampex 10.3 (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA, USA).

Acquisitions were performed at 20 kHz and low-pass filtered at 4 kHz. Series resistance wasmonitored throughout the experiment by

voltage steps of �5 mV. Data were discarded when the series resistance changed by >20%. Biocytin-filled neurons were identified.

For optogenetic stimulation, a LED laser source (Prizmatix, Israel) connected to optic fiber (B: 500 mm) was placed above the brain

slice. Light intensities ranged from 4mW to 90 mW at the tip of the optic fiber depending of the type experiments. For cell body stim-

ulation, continuous 100 ms long duration light stimulation (l = 470nm) was applied at low (4mW) and high (90 mW) intensities. To

evoke synaptic transmission, single pulses or train of stimulation (800 pulses at 20Hz) of 1ms duration at full power (90 mW) were

used in order tomaximize axon terminal depolarization and efficient release of neurotransmitter. Themagnitude of EPSCswas exam-

ined in whole-cell voltage-clamp mode at a holding potential of �60 mV. Junction potential (�13 mV) was not corrected. EPSC la-

tencies were calculated as the difference between the time of the pulse and the beginning of the negative deflection of the EPSC.

After electrophysiological recordings, slices were fixed overnight in 4% paraformaldehyde, and maintained in PBS-azide at 0.2%

at 4�C until immunohistochemical processing.
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Pharmacology
Unless otherwise stated, all pharmaceutical substances were prepared in distilled water as concentrated stock solutions and stored

at �20�C. On the day of the experiment, the substances were diluted and applied through the bath perfusion system. In some ex-

periments glutamatergic antagonists were used to demonstrate that the recorded EPSCs from STN inputs were mediated by AMPA/

Kainate and MNDA receptors. NMDA receptors were blocked with 50 mM D-(�)-2-amino-5-phosphonopentanoic acid (D-APV).

AMPA/kainate receptors with 20 mM 6,7-dinitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione (DNQX disodium salt).

Behavioral testing
Following a post-surgical recovery period of approximately four weeks, mice were analyzed in a battery of behavioral tests.

Throughout, the following stimulation protocol was used: 473 nm light, 5 mW, 20 Hz, 5 ms pulse delivered by an MBL-III-473 nm-

100 mW laser (CNI Lasers, Changchun, China). Duration and condition of stimulation are specified for each test. After completed

behavioral tests, mice were sacrificed and brains analyzed histologically and for assessment of optic cannula position (see below

for details). The initial sample size was determined based on previous published studies with similar experimental design.

Habituation

Three weeks after surgery and before the first behavioral test, all mice were handled and habituated to the experimental room and to

the optic cables to reduce the stress during the day of the experiment. Before each behavioral test, mice were acclimatized for 30min

in the experimental room.

Opto-Open Field

Mice were individually placed in neutral cages for 3min in order to recover after connecting the optic cables. Mice were subsequently

placed in the central zone of the open field arena and allowed to freely explore it for 5 min before starting the test. The open-field

chamber consisted in a 50 cm, squared, transparent, plastic arena with a white floor. The Opto-Open Field test consisted of a

20-min session divided into 5-min alternating time intervals (OFF-ON-OFF-ON). Each 5-min interval was then divided into two

2.5-min intervals for analysis. The patch cable was connected to a rotary joint, which was attached on the other end to a laser

that was controlled by an Arduino Uno card (Arduino). During the light-ON trials, blue light was delivered according to the behavioral

stimulation protocol (20Hz, 5ms, 5mW). Self-grooming and escape behaviors were manually recorded by an experimenter blind to

the experimental groups using the EthoVision XT 14.0 tracking software (Noldus Information Technology, The Netherlands).

Opto-RT-CPP

A three-compartment apparatus (Spatial Place Preference Box, Panlab, Harvard Apparatus) was used for theOpto-RT-CPP test. The

apparatus is composed of two compartments with different visual and tactile cues for both floors andwalls and a connecting corridor

(neutral compartment) with transparent walls and floor. The study was carried out throughout 8 consecutive days preceded by one

‘‘Habituation’’ day. On each day of the experiment, subjects were placed in a neutral cage for at least 3 min to recover after connect-

ing the optic cables. Mice were subsequently moved into the transparent corridor of the apparatus where, after 30–50 s, the doors

were removed and animals allowed to freely explore the apparatus. The position of the mouse was detected by a camera positioned

above the apparatus. On ‘‘Habituation’’, ‘‘Pre Test’’ and ‘‘Conditioning Place Test’’ days (15 min), mice were connected to the optic

fiber but no light was paired to any chamber. On the ‘‘Real TimeConditioning’’ days (30min), one chamber was randomly chosen as a

light-paired chamber (counterbalanced across animals) while the other one was subsequently assigned as light-paired chamber on

the ‘‘Reverse Real TimeConditioning’’ days (30min). Every time the subject entered the light-paired chamber, the laser was activated

according to the stimulation protocol (20Hz, 5ms, 5mW). Cumulative duration of the time spent in each compartment was recorded

by using the Ethovision XT13.0/14.0 tracking software (Noldus Information Technology, The Netherlands). Mice that showed strong

initial preference during the ‘‘Pre-Test’’ for either one of the two compartments (<25%or >75%of time spent) were excluded from the

statistical analysis.

Opto-Avoidance-EPM

This test was carried out inside a classic EPM apparatus. This has the shape of a plus, made of two open and two closed arms (35 cm

length) with walls (15 cm high) and crossed in the middle to create a center platform, elevated 50 cm from the floor. The two open and

exposed arms provide a naturally aversive space that mice avoid to spend time in. The two other arms are enclosed by walls on three

sides, providing a sheltered space than mice prefer over the open and naturally aversive arms. The center area is less exposed than

the open arms, but not sheltered. In a standard EPM test, mice prefer the closed arms and avoid the open arms and center.134,135

The re-designed version of the EPM test aims to assess the aversive effect induced by the photostimulation in comparison to the

natural aversion experienced in the open arms of the apparatus. Mice were first connected to the optic fiber then placed in a neutral

cage for 5 min to recover from cable connection. Mice were next placed individually in the center of the maze facing one of the open

arms and allowed to freely explore the apparatus for 15 min. In the Opto-Avoidance-EPM test, photostimulation was activated upon

entry into any of the closed arms, and disabled by leaving it. In contrast, visiting the open arms or occupying the center zone had no

effect on photostimulation. The tip of the nose was used as a reference for the activation of optogenetic stimulation and for detecting

the position of the animal inside the apparatus. In this way the animal had complete control over the stimulation so that only the volun-

tary entry into one of the two closed arms resulted in optogenetic stimulation. Likewise, it was only the position of the head (nose) that

determined which compartment of the EPM apparatus was occupied by the animal. Thus, by pairing the sheltered area with opto-

genetic activation, the Opto-Avoidance-EPM protocol allows direct comparison between a naturally aversive context (open arm) and

effect caused by subthalamic activation (closed arm). Time spent in each compartment and number of entries were recorded with a
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camera placed above the EMP arena and data analyzed by the Ethovision XT13.0/14.0 tracking software (Noldus Information Tech-

nology, The Netherlands).

Opto-negative reinforcement paradigm (Opto-NR)

Mice responsewas assessed by using operant conditioning boxes equippedwith two nose-poke devices (MED-PC,Med Associates

inc, Fairfax, USA) and laser for optogenetic stimulation. One device was defined as active, which when activated terminates the

optogenetic stimulation schedule, while the other one was demarcated as inactive, which had no control over the laser. The presen-

tation of the optogenetic stimulations (10 s) were alternated with variable-time intervals, when no stimulation was applied. An active

nose-poke (FR1) at any point during this pre-stimulation interval or during the stimulation epoch itself terminates the optogenetic

stimulation schedule and produces a visible safety signal (house light ON) that marks a period of safety.

Sugar positive reinforcement paradigm (Sugar-PR)

Under this protocol mice learned to make active nosepokes to receive sugar pellets. The experiment is carried out during several

consecutive sessions (30 min; 1 session/day). Mice were food restricted by administering one daily feeding of 2.5- 3g of standard

food following each daily session.

Training and testing took place in operant boxes (MED-PC, Med Associates inc, Fairfax, USA) interfaced with lasers for optoge-

netic stimulation and equipped with nosepoke (NP) devices on each side of a food dispenser. One NP device was designated as

active and marked by a light while the device on the other side of the dispenser was selected as inactive. Nose-poking to the active

NP carried out when the light is on (‘‘delivering phase’’), names as ‘‘Active delivering NPs’’, resulted in a cue tone presentation (0.5s), a

20 mg sucrose pellet delivery (5TUT, TestDiet, St. Louis, USA) and/or laser activation for optogenetic stimulation (20Hz, 5ms, 5mW)

according to the different phases of the task, while nose-poking to the inactive side resulted in no cues presentation, sugar delivery

and/or laser activation. During 20s that follows a sugar pellet delivery and/or optogenetic stimulation the visual cue for the active NP

goes off (‘‘no delivering phase’’) and active nose-poking during this period did not result in auditory cue presentation, sugar delivery

and/or laser activation. Active NPs carried out during this period were registered as ‘‘Active no delivering NPs’’ and summed to the

‘‘Active delivering NPs’’ to obtain the total Active NPs. Nose pokes in the inactive hole, did not activate the sugar dispenser, the laser

and the acoustic cue at any time but they were registered as ‘‘Inactive delivering NPs’’ when carried out during the ‘‘delivering phase’’

and as ‘‘Inactive no delivering NPs’’ when performed during the ‘‘no delivering phase’’. ‘‘Inactive no delivering NPs’’ were summed to

the ‘‘Inactive delivering NPs’’ to obtain the total Inactive NPs.

Phase 1 (Acquisition phase): Sugar was delivered in response to an Active delivering NPs. This phase lasts until the animal acquires a

stable sugar SA rate, which consists of at least 10 received sugar pellet/session with a <20% variation during three consecutive days.

Animal that did not acquired a stable sugar SA rate within the third week were excluded from the experiment.

Phase 2 (Sugar-Stimulation phase): Optogenetic stimulation (10 s stimulation 20Hz, 5ms, 5mW) was delivered as a consequence of

an active delivering NPs simultaneously to the activation of the sugar dispenser. This phase lasts 5 consecutive sessions (1 ses-

sion/day).

Phase 3: Depending on the response upon pairing sugar delivering and optogenetic stimulation mice were exposed either to an

‘‘only sugar’’ or to an ‘‘only stimulation’’ phase 3. In the case of a reduction in the number of active NPs, and in order to exclude

that such response was not due to a loss of interest for sugar, the subsequent and last phase is characterized ‘‘sugar reinstatement’’

during the following phase 3, restoring the same conditions previously applied during phase 1. If NP activity was similar or higher

during phase 2 compared to phase 1 mice were moved to the ‘‘only stimulation’’ phase 3 (5 sessions) in order to assess whether

optogenetic stimulation alone was sufficient to maintain a comparable NP activity.

Phase 4: Depending on the response upon ‘‘only stimulation’’ phase 3micewere exposed either to an ‘‘only sugar’’ phase 4 or to an

‘‘only cues’’ phase 4. In the case of extinction of the active response, the subsequent and last phase 4 (2 sessions) was characterized

by ‘‘sugar reinstatement’’ restoring the same conditions previously applied during phase 1. If NP activity was not affected during

phase 3 compared to phase 2 mice were moved to the ‘‘only cue’’ phase 4 (3 sessions) where mice were only exposed to visual

and auditory cues previously accompanied with sugar and optogenetic stimulation.

Phase 5: Response extinction was finally asses in a last phase (3 sessions) in which active NP activity was followed by no sugar

delivery, no optogenetic stimulation and no cues presentation.

Criteria for exclusion from the analysis
Mice were excluded from individual test analysis if.

1. In the Opto-Open Field they jumped out of the arena during photostimulation so that the analysis of other parameters was

made impossible (n = 5).

2. In the Opto-RT-CPP if, during the pre-test (Day 1), there was a strong initial preference, such that the time spent in a compart-

ment exceeded 80%of the total, or a strong avoidance, so that the time spent in a compartment was less than 20%of the total

(n = 4).

3. During Sugar-PR if they have not acquired a stable rate of self-sugaring, which consisted of at least 10 sugar lozenges

received/session with <20% variation during three consecutive days (n = 8) or if they have done more than 30 active nose-

pokes in a short time during the initial sessions of the paradigm (n = 4).
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Mice were excluded from all analyzes if post-hoc histological examination revealed insufficient viral expression or when both can-

nulas trajectory resulted to be not close enough to the site of interest (n = 8). Mice were excluded if histological analysis was not

possible due to premature death of the animal or if the animal had to be sacrificed for health reasons during the study (n = 6). In

case of loss of the optical assembly during the study, only the data acquired up to that moment were included. In case incorrect ge-

notype was revealed during post-hoc analysis (n = 2).

Post-injection histological analysis
Following behavioral analyses, recombinase mice were deeply anesthetized and perfused trans-cardially with phosphate-buffer-sa-

line (PBS) followed by ice-cold 4% formaldehyde. Brains were extracted and 60 mmor 40 mmsections were cut with a Leica VT1200S

vibratome or a Leica CM1950 Cryostat after being put in sucrose scale and frozen at �80� freezer, respectively.
Fluorescent immunohistochemistry was performed to enhance the YFP signal. All mice were analyzed. Mice that displayed strong

cellular YFP labeling in the expected area (STN or pSTN) and in which optic cannulas trajectory could be estimated as positioned

above the area of interest were included in the statistical analyses of the electrophysiological and behavioral experiments.

After rinsing in PBS, sections were incubated for 3 h in a blocking solution made of PBS containing 0.3% X-100 Triton and 5%

normal donkey serum, followed by incubation with primary antibodies diluted in the blocking solution, overnight at 4�C (chicken

anti-GFP 1:1000, cat. no. ab13970, Abcam). Next day, sections were rinsed in PBS and incubated for 2 h with secondary antibodies

diluted in PBS containing 0.3%X-100 Triton and 5%normal donkey serum (A488 donkey anti-chicken 1:1000, cat. no. 703–545-155,

Jackson ImmunoResearch). After rinsing in PBS, sectionswere incubated for 10minwith DAPI diluted in distilled water (1:5000). Sec-

tions were mounted with Fluoromount-G mounting medium (SouthernBiotech) and cover-slipped. Analysis was performed upon

slide scanning using the Hamamatsu NanoZoomer S60 Digital slide scanner (Hamamatsu) scanner followed by visualization using

the NDPView2 software (Hamamatsu).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

For behavioral analysis, to compare two or more groups across two or more treatments or time points, repeated measures two-way

ANOVA followed by �Sı́dák or Tukey multiple comparisons were performed. For analysis of 2 groups, paired t test or Mann Whitney

test were performed when appropriate. For single cell extracellular recordings, Friedman test was performed to compare three

matched groups followed by Dunn’s multiple comparisons. All graph plotting and statistical analysis were performed using

GraphPad Prism (version 7.00 for Windows, GraphPad Software, La Jolla California USA). Data are expressed on the plots as

means ± SEM. For all datasets, significance was defined by a p value of <0.05. The following were used: * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01;

*** p < 0.001. All statistical tests, the exact value of n and what n represents are reported in the figure legends and Supplemental

file 1. Number of male and females used in each experiment are reported in Supplemental file 1.
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